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A simple method for computer recognition of Telugu speech sounds irrespective of speakers is described. A vocabu
bulary consisting of 871 Telugu words containing the ten vowels (f'O/./a :/,/i/,/i :/,/u/,/u :/,/e/,/e :/./0/ and /0 :/) in constant
vowel nucleus-consonant (CNC) combination and uttered by three informants was selected as the testing material. 
Formant frequencies. Flo F2 and F3 of the vowel sounds were extracted by spectrographic analysis. "Piecewise 
separation" using (F2-F1) or (F3/F2) as parimary recognition parameters and (F3/F,) as a final recognition criterion 
were used for classification. From frequency distributions of these parameters for both shorter and longer vowel 
categories suitable boundaries have been selected. III the classification model. shorter and longer subgroup of a vowel 
have been pooled together in the same class and the overall recognition score is about 84 %. 

MANY attempts have been made to build a speech 
recogn.ition system l- 5 such that vowel speech sounds 
could be recognized in almost all cases either from 
the conditional samph::d data of speech waveform2•6 

or from the vowel formant frequencies with a suitable 
discriminant fUllction7,8. In. the second case, the 
acoustic parameters of vowels such as voice funda
mental frequency (Fo) and formant frequencies 
(FJ, F2 , F3, etc.) depend greatly on sex and age. It 
has been found that Fo and F3 do not bear as much of 
the information about phoneme identity as do F 1 

and F2; they are also speaker dependent and possess 
close correlatio:1. with age and sex. Every measure
ment on a vowel in (Fo-F3) plane corresponds to 
almost identical region irrespective of the kind of 
vowel9 . For this reason, vowel identification for a 
number of informants does Show an improved result 
when either F3 or Fo or both F3 and Fo in addition 
to F( and F 2 are taken into cO:l.sideration. 

In the present paper we have made an attempt to
wards the recogllition of Telugu vowels irrespective 
of speakers by considering only the third formant 
F3 in addition to F1 and F2• The classification tech
nique is based on piecewise separation by a decision 
boundary determined from the distributiOll functions 
of the characterizing parameters. These parameters 
were found from the interrelatioas among F" F2 and 
F3 · For threshold boundaries, (F2-F)) or (F3/F2) 

were taken as the recognizing criteria in primary 
separation and (F3/F1) is the Jast criterion for final 
recognition. Their distribution functions after pre
processing were also studied. Finally, a suitable 
piecewise linear classification scheme with the mini
mum number of errors is described. The results of 
computer identification of vowels are presented in 
tabular form. 

Design of Feature Space 
The main task before designing a pattern classifier 

is the extraction of significant characterizing features 
which determine the invariant and common properties 
of a set of members a%ociated with a pattern class in 
the sample space. To learn the distribution of evel1ts 
in the sample space for Te1ugu vowels, three selected 

adult male informants were allowed to record a 
number of discrete PH (phonetic3.11y balan.ced) speech 
units in CNC (consOnatlt-vowei llucleus-conSOtlant) 
form. CNC combination is taken because the con
sonants in a form connected to a vowel are responsible 
for influencing the role and quality of vowels. The 
IPA (International Phonetic As ociation) list for ten 
Te1ugu vowels is given in Appendix I. We have 
not used any diphthong nucleus in the experiment. 
Spectrographic analysis of these phoneme on Kay 
Sonagraph (Model No. 7029A) i!ldicated permanent 
record of the formant frequencies. Some of the 
analysed records were not included with their res
pective third formant F3• They were allowed to have 
injected average third formant frequency (F3Lv, 
computed over aU members of that class of vowels 
for the particular informant. 

The samples with their respective features F1, F2 
and F3 constitute a 3-dimensio. al feature vector 
space OF, each dimensio;l representing an invariant 
property of the event. All the significant informations 
available about an event could be expressed as a 
3-dimensional feature vector 

the co-ordinate of which have numerical values 
indicating the amount of each property. Each event 
with a set of all measured features will, therefore, 
correspond to a single point in the feature vector 
space .oF. 

Selection of Recognition Parameters 
Parameter selection for the present scheme of 

vowel identification is governed by some basic linear 
relations within the formants F(> F2 and F3 • The 
idea of connecting two formants arise.s from the 
following facts. The formant frequencies provide 
information about the position of the speaker's 
articulatory organ such that the.se frequencies can 
change only as a result of an articulatory change 
affecting the dimensions of the various parts of the 
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vocal tract cavity system. Again the statistical 1300 to 2500 Hz and 700 to 2100 Hz for lUI, 1600 
average distance between formants is physiologically to 2600 Hz and 400 to 1400 Hz for lEI and 1650 to 
correlated with the total length of the vocal tract10. 2500 Hz and 1050 to 2300 Hz for 101. These para
Larger the cavity length, smaLLer is the average meters, therefore, did not show any discriminating 
formant spacing. Hence, associating the two in suit properties and further the distributions only in case 
able form like F3IFl> FJFl> F31F2 , F3 -FJ> F2- FI> of vowel/E; were found to have central tendency. 
F3-F2, etc. representing physiological correlation Figs 1band 2b show the distribution functions 
with the size of the different cavity resonators may for the samples when the vowels 181 and la:1 are 
improve vowel recognition.. considered to be one and longer and shorter sub

After a study of the several probable parameters groups are treated in the same class. Shorter and 
it was found that the functions (F1-F1) and (F3IF2) longer types of a vowel show a constant lag between 
lead to a satisfactory primary classification scheme. their distribution functions as shown in Figs la and 2a. 
From frequency distributions of the parameters The final classification within each group is developed 
(F2-Fj ) and (F3IF1) linked with each feature vector by comparing the criterion (F3IFd associated with 
F as in Figs I and 2 respectively, it is noticeable that a each sample F. This is in agreement with the distri
suitable threshold level could be placed so that all bution characteristics with respect to the front and 
vowel classes including shorter and longer ones stand back vowels shown in Fig. 3. 
partitioned into two sets, namely, Group I={Back Back vowels with suitably defined boundaries 
vowels: lal, la :1, (fuj, lu:f) and (fol, 10 :/)} and Group could be classified chronological1y as IAI, 101 and JUI 
II ={Front vowels: (fil, Ii :1) and (lel,le :/)}. For other according to low, medium and high values of (F3IF1) 

parameters FrFj and F3-F2 say, it was found that and similarly front vowels possessing low and high 
the corresponding distributions vary approximately (F3IFd magnitudes with respect to a threshold are 
from 1300 to 2150 Hz and 600 to 1500 Hz for 181 treated as lEI and III respectively. The final classifi
and la:/. 1900 to 2900 Hz and 200 to 900 Hz for III, cation based on the parameter (F3IF1) does not lead 
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(a) treated separately, and (b) pooled together 

to the isolation of vowel classes fa/ and fa:f. These of the parameters (F3fF-) and (F3/F1) corresponding 
two vowel classes are better identified by applying to the patterns were scaled up by a factor of 10 and 
the difference parameter (F2-Fd. finaUy they were subjected to an approximation to 

To have the knowledge about parameter distribu the nearest integers, whereas the difference parameter 
tion, they were suitably conditioned in two steps (F2-F1) was processed to have the closest frequency 
to provide convenient formant and aLso to provide value, which is a multiple of 50 Hz. The parameters 
invariance to the samples. At first, the magnitudes thus processed make the classifier more effective~ 
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Fig. 3 - Frequency distribution of the parameter (F3/F}) when shorter and longer categolies are pooled together 

Classification Model 
I $ElECT A PATrO~H 1 

Consider an input pattern 

represented by a point in the 3-dimensional featurt> 
vector space .o.f' consisting of pattern classes Ca, 
Ca:, Cil Cj :, Cu , Cu :, Ce, Ceo, Co and Co:, associated 
with vowels lal, la:/, Iii, li:/, lui, lu :/, lei, /e:/, /01, 
and /0:/ respectively to be recognized. 

Before designing the classifier, the feature space 
OF is subjected to the restriction that no two points 
defining the fneasured features of two different vowels 
having different time durations, but identical phon.eti
cal properties may lie within differen.t classes and 
would be treated as member of the same, i.e., l~
 

Cj,C( C C1 
, 

DECIDt DECIDE DECIDE 
FfC' ct. r(.cc r(c,

Cu,Cu : C Cu 
Fig. 4 - Block diagram representing classification of Te[ugu

CeoCe: C C£ vowels 
and Co,Co: C Co 

This couLd be reasonably solved from the frequency 
where OF = {Ca, Ca:, Cr, Cu, CEo Co} distribution curves correspondillg to the parameters 

(F2-Fj ) or (F3/F2) which argue that
The function of the classifier to be design.ed is then 

to assign e~ch input pattern F to its proper class by FE OFI, if (F2-Ft )<975 Hz [or, IO(F3/F2) > 15'51 
the pleCeW1Se separation technique, which is a two ... (3a) 
fold task. In. the first step, it would decide whether and p,; OF", otherwise ... (3b) 
the pattern is a member of Group I or Group II 
denoted as OF, and Om respectively, such that The second step is to assign each pattern its 

proper class belonging to the primary selected group, 
ou the basis of the parameter (F3/ F}). The curvesOF:J OF! = {Back vowels: /a/,/a:/,/U/and/O/} (1) 
~n Fig... 3 correspondingly indicate the followin.g

QF:J OFrr = {Front vowels: /I/ and /E/} (2) lnequalltJes for final classification: 
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For Group J 
If (i) 1O(F3/FI )<43·5, decide FE Ca or Ca: ... (4a) 

in which Ca and Ca: are recognized according to the 
condition, (F2 - Fl ) is greater or less than 625 Hz. 

(ii) 1O(F3/FI »61'5, decide Fi;. Cu ... (4b) 
and	 (iii) 61·5> 10(F3/F1) > 43,5, decide h Co 

... (4c) 
For Group II
 
If (i) 1O(F3/FI» 64'S, decide h C1 ... (Sa)
 
and (ii) otherwise, decide Fe Ce .. .. .(Sb)
 

The piecewise recognition so programmed is shown 
in blocks in Fig. 4, where an input pattern F (FI,F2,F3) 

with its extracted information and suitably processed 
parameters is finally subjected to go through the 
piecewise classification with a minimum probability 
of errors. 

Experimental Procedure and Results 
A vocabulary consisting of TeLugu words for ten 

vowels was selected so as to encompass as many 
CN and NC combinations as possible with emphasis 
on the usc of commonly used words. These were 
recorded by 5 adult male informants on an AKAI 
tape recorder inside a big auditorium. On the basis 
of a listening experiment by 10 listeners only 871 
samples of three informants were selected. The 
spectrographic analyses of these utterances were done 
on a Kay sonagraph (Model 7029A). The analyses 
were carried out in the normal mode and the 0'08-8 
kHz band with a wide band pass filter (bandwidth 
300 Hz) had been chosen. 

There are automatic algorithms5,1l where inser
tion and deletion errors may be present due to seg
mentation of connected speech with acoustic bound
aries into phonemic units. Since the present experi
ment is concerned with the recognition of only vowels 
from connected speech, the formants Fl> F2 and F3 
were obtained manually at the steady state of the 
vowels. 

The steady state of the vowel is that part on the 
record ill which all formants lie parallel to the time 
axis. The transition is depicted by the illcUned 
formant patterns. The exact point of inflection is 
difficult to locate in the records. This can be done 
satisfactorily by tracing the central line for each 
formant band. Once these points are located for all 
available formants, the steady state of the vowel 
is taken to be the shortest horizontal span for all the 
formants. 

In view of the large amount of data to be handled, 
the formant frequencies have been measured from the 
base line with a specially constructed scale. A recheck
ing on S %samples revealed that formant frequencies 
have been recorded accurate to within 10 Hz. In a 
few cases, for particularly fast informants, it has 
been noticed that the vowel hardly reaches a stable 
state. In such cases, the congruences of the on
glides and off-glides have been taken as the steady 
state. The samples which did not depict prominent 
third formant were allowed to have injected average 
third formant (F,)av, computed over all members 
of that class of vowels for that particular informant. 

TABLE 1 - AVERAGE FORMANT FREQUENCIES AND DURATIONS 

OF TELUGU VOWELS 

[The values are averaged over three male informants] 

Vowel FI F2 F3 /:::,1 
Hz Hz Hz msec 

a 606 1473 2420 98'53 
a: 710 1240 2400 270'46 
i 365 2116 2757 94·72 
i: 325 2260 2836 257'80 
u 370 1066 2500 98-23 
u: 348 923 2543 268·03 
e 517 1796 2633 112'96 
e: 470 1883 2657	 275'85 
o 476 1133 2630	 111·80 
0: 486 1000 2540	 244·00 

TABLE 2 - STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FIRST THREE FORMANTS 

OF TELUGU VOWELS 

Vowel	 Standard deviation, Hz 

First formant Second formant Third formant 

76·248 191-570 226·511 
a: 60·560 97'006 155-760 
i 75·367 185'209 237·048 
i: 50·199 133·153 234·571 
u 53·657 137·400 331'007 
u: 35·560 68·032 124·411 
e 81· 775 201'020 197·481 
e: 66'662 319 -498 204·488 
o 71'062 138·899 268·996 
0: 44·357 66·862 231·343 

The number of samples that fall in this category is 
384. 

The average formallt frequencies and durations of 
Telugu vowels are shown in Table 1. The values 
given are averaged over three male informants. The 
duration includes the duration of the steady state 
as well as the duration of the on-glide and the off-glide. 
The data in Table I show that the shorter and longer 
vowels differ much in duration rather than in fre
quency range. The standard deviation for all the 
vowel formants is given in Table 2. Shorter cate
gories are found to have larger variation than longer 
ones. 

The parameters (F2-F1), (F3/F2) and (F3/F1) for each 
event were then computed and pre-processed, as des
cribed before to attain suitable rectified magnitudes rl"
quired for plotting their distribution curves. Frequency 
distribution of parameters as plotted in Figs 1-3 
are the mean curves drawn over the experimental 
points. Longer and shorter categories of vowels are 
observed to maintain a constant lag between their 
distribution curves (Figs la and 2a). 
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TABu~ 3 

Vowel 

o 
a: 

i& i: 
u&u: 
e&e: 
0&0: 

Total: 

PERCENTAGE RECOG!'<1TJON OF TELUGU VOWELS 

No. of Recognition RecognitioR 
samples score (%) when score (%) when 

parameter parameter 
(F1-F1) is taken (F3/F1)is taken 

72 54·40 52·77 
89 85-40 86·51 

172 89·53 89·53 
151 90·06 90'06 
207 79·72 80·20 
180 89·44 89·44 

871 83·69 83·35 

The recognition percentage of each of the classes of 
Telugu vowels is shown in Table 3. It is seen that 
identification score for all the vowels except /0/, 
is satisfactory. Poor recognition rate for Co is because 
of the fact that members of this class as compared 
to other classes are much affected whenever a classifi
cation rule is adopted. With the same background 
events of the class CE in QPII is 'identified compara
tively with lower score. 

Either of the parameters (f'1-F1) and (F3/ F2) 

selected for primary separation of vowels in the 
two categories results in almost equal recognition. 
Though the error rates are ahnost same in both the 
cases, it is reasonable from the point of discrimination 
and time consumption, as seen from Figs 1 and 4 
respectively, to consider the difference parameter 
(F1-Fd for primary classification. 

Conclusion 
The recognition rates for vowels /1/, /U/ and /0/ 

are found to be high (::::::90 %) compared to other 
classes and the total percentage recognition is about 
83-84 %. The algorithm presented here is, of course, 
restricted in treating the shorter and longer vowels, 
not differing phonetically but in duration only, in 
the same category. It also provides a much simpler 
and faster approach than other methods7,9,12 for 
identifying vowels irrespective of speakers. 
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Appendix 1 
IPA list for Telugu vowels 

Telugu vowel Phonetic symbol 

a: 

u 

u: 

e 

e: 

o 

0: 
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